Individual differences in satisfaction with activity-based work environments
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Abstract

Satisfaction with activity-based work environments (ABW environments) often falls short of expectations, with striking differences among individual workers. A better understanding of these differences may provide clues for optimising satisfaction with ABW environments and associated organisational outcomes. The current study was designed to examine how specific psychological needs, job characteristics, and demographic variables relate to satisfaction with ABW environments. Survey data collected at seven organizations in the Netherlands (N = 551) were examined using correlation and regression analyses. Significant correlates of satisfaction with ABW environments were found: need for relatedness (positive), need for privacy (negative), job autonomy (positive), social interaction (positive), internal mobility (positive), and age (negative). Need for privacy appeared to be a powerful predictor of individual differences in satisfaction with ABW environments. These findings underline the importance of providing work environments that allow for different work styles, in alignment with different psychological need strengths, job characteristics, and demographic variables. Improving privacy, especially for older workers and for workers high in need for privacy, seems key to optimizing satisfaction with ABW environments.

Introduction

In order to cut costs and support contemporary knowledge work, a growing number of organizations is adopting a work environment based on the principles of activity-based working (ABW) [1–3]. In ABW environments, workers do not have assigned workstations but instead share an area with different types of non-assigned ‘activity settings’, e.g., workstations in open-plan areas and in closed rooms, open meeting spaces, and closed meeting rooms. These different settings are designed for different types of activities [4–6], e.g., collaboration, concentration, communication, creativity, confidentiality, and contemplation [7]. Because there are fewer workstations than workers in ABW environments, less office space is needed and hence cost-cutting targets are usually met [8]. However, when it comes to supporting the work, the effectiveness of ABW environments is not evident.

So far, empirical findings have shown that satisfaction with ABW environments is usually below expectations, with concentration, privacy, and the loss of an assigned workstation major...
self-reported issues [9–11]. Optimizing satisfaction with the physical work environment is important for organizations, since this has been found to be related directly to job satisfaction and indirectly to other organizational outcomes such as commitment, intention to leave, engagement, and absenteeism [12–15]. The costs associated with decreased commitment, increased staff turnover, and increased absenteeism may easily exceed the savings regarding real estate, as these latter costs typically comprise less than 10% of the total costs of knowledge work [16,17]. Hence, dissatisfaction with the work environment may not only be an indicator of sub-optimal support of knowledge work, but also a threat to the objective to cut costs.

Searching for factors that may explain differences in satisfaction with ABW environments, and hence provide clues for optimizing associated organizational outcomes, Brunia et al. [18] compared four case studies conducted at four different branches of one organization. They found large differences in satisfaction with the work environment that were mainly related to interior design, level of openness, subdivision of space, number and diversity of workplaces, and accessibility of the building. Furthermore, satisfaction with the work environment appeared to be associated with the process of implementing it and with satisfaction with the organization in general. Besides these situational differences, large differences in satisfaction with the work environment have also been observed among individual workers who share the same ABW environment [19]: Wohlers & Hertel suggest that both person-related and job-related variables may play a role in these differences [2]. Several scholars have addressed the importance of individual differences with regard to perception of work environments (e.g., [9,20–22]). According to Person-Environment fit (PE fit) theory, dissatisfaction may result from a misfit between certain psychological needs and environmental conditions [23,24]. In this respect, empirical studies have shown the relevance of need for autonomy, need for relatedness, and need for structure in relation to flexible working across different locations [25], and of need for privacy in relation to workspace layout [26]. These findings suggest that these particular psychological needs may be relevant for achieving PE fit in ABW environments. However, similar studies within ABW contexts have not yet been conducted. Since the concept of ABW was developed with specific job characteristics in mind–i.e., high job autonomy, high social interaction, and high internal mobility [27,28]–it seems likely that these job characteristics are positively related to satisfaction with ABW environments. However, these assumed relationships have not yet been tested in empirical research. With regard to demographic variables, age and gender seem relevant. Empirical findings indicate that age may be negatively associated with satisfaction with ABW environments [29], while a positive relationship might be expected based on the literature on age-related differences in the workplace [2]. Although men and women seem to experience certain aspects of ABW environments differently [2], they have been found to be equally satisfied with ABW environments [3].

Given these research gaps, the current study was designed to empirically examine how satisfaction with ABW environments is associated with the aforementioned psychological needs (i.e., need for autonomy, relatedness, structure, and privacy), job characteristics (i.e., job autonomy, social interaction, and internal mobility), and demographic variables (i.e., gender and age). The first aim was to test literature-based hypotheses for each of these independent variables. The second aim was to find out which of these variables are useful for predicting individual differences in satisfaction with ABW environments. In explaining such differences, this study may contribute to the furthering of PE fit theory. Its practical relevance concerns the optimization of satisfaction with work environments and associated organizational outcomes.
Psychological needs

We included four basic psychological needs that seem particularly relevant in the context of ABW environments: (1) need for autonomy, (2) need for relatedness, (3) need for structure, and (4) need for privacy. In line with PE fit theory [23,24] and other organizational theories that recognize the importance of individual differences (e.g., [30,31]), we focused on psychological needs strength. According to PE fit theory, workers high in need for X will be more satisfied with a work environment providing X, and less satisfied with a work environment lacking X, compared with workers low in need for X.

Need for autonomy is defined as workers’ “desire to feel volitional and to experience a sense of choice and psychological freedom when carrying out an activity” ([32], p.982). ABW environments provide a high level of autonomy because workers have freedom of choice regarding the use of different work settings, instead of being assigned to one specific workstation [2]. Van Yperen et al. [25,33] demonstrated that workers high in need for autonomy preferred location-independent working, i.e., flexibility in where work gets done across different locations (including the office). In line with these findings, we expected workers high in need for autonomy to prefer flexibility in where work gets done within the office. Hence, we hypothesized (Hypothesis 1) that workers’ need for autonomy would be positively associated with satisfaction with ABW environments.

Need for relatedness, defined as workers’ “propensity to feel connected to others, that is, to be a member of a group” ([32], pp. 982–983), requires “frequent, affectively pleasant or positive interactions with the same individuals (…) in a framework of long-term, stable caring and concern” ([34], p. 520). ABW environments are usually designed to promote social interaction through openness, transparency, and informal meeting spaces [2]. As a consequence, ABW environments should provide ample opportunity to build and maintain strong relationships with colleagues. Accordingly, we hypothesized (Hypothesis 2) that workers’ need for relatedness would be positively associated with satisfaction with ABW environments.

Need for structure is defined as a workers’ “need for clarity and intolerance of ambiguity” and refers to a “preference for structured and predictable situations” ([35], p. 23). Workers high in need for structure may dislike the fact that uncertainty about the availability of specific work settings at specific moments is inherent to the ABW concept, as this may create ambiguity. Van Yperen et al. [25,33] demonstrated that—probably for the same reason—workers low in need for structure preferred blended working (i.e., time-independent and location-independent working). In the current study, we hypothesized (Hypothesis 3) that workers’ need for structure would be negatively associated with satisfaction with ABW environments.

Need for Privacy, defined as a worker’s “need for physical isolation from stimuli” ([26], p. 255), refers to architectural privacy (i.e., visual and acoustic isolation) that contributes to psychological privacy (i.e., sense of control over access to oneself) [36]. Altman [37] proposed that people try to achieve an optimal level of privacy, in accordance with their needs and circumstances, by seeking or avoiding social interaction. In an empirical study, a high need for privacy was found to be associated with a preference for working in enclosed instead of open workspaces [26]. Although ABW environments typically provide both open and enclosed workspaces, the design is usually predominantly open and transparent [2]. Previous research indicates that an experienced lack of privacy may be one of the major complaints underlying low levels of satisfaction with ABW environments [9,11]. Therefore, we hypothesized (Hypothesis 4) that workers’ need for privacy would be negatively associated with satisfaction with ABW environments.
Job characteristics

We included three job characteristics on which the ABW concept is grounded: (1) job autonomy, (2) social interaction, and (3) internal mobility. According to Davenport [38], these job characteristics are typical of contemporary knowledge workers. Duffy and Powell [27] theorized that an ABW environment (a ‘club’ in their terminology) would be particularly suitable for ‘transactional knowledge work’, i.e., work that is characterized by a high level of job autonomy and a high level of social interaction. In their view, workers in this type of job should be enabled to move freely and frequently across the work environment, alternating the use of settings for solo work and settings for meetings and collaborative tasks.

Job autonomy refers to the degree of control of an employee over how to carry out the job task [39]. In an ABW context, this particularly includes choices regarding the use of different places for different activities. Since ABW environments typically provide a range of choices of different settings for different activities, which can be freely used on an as-needed basis [4–7], we may expect a good fit with high job autonomy. Hence, we hypothesized (Hypothesis 5) that job autonomy would be positively associated with satisfaction with ABW environments.

Research on knowledge sharing has shown the importance of unplanned face-to-face meetings for sharing tacit knowledge, and how spatial variables (i.e., visibility, proximity) may facilitate such meetings [40]. In line with these insights, ABW environments are usually designed to promote social interaction through openness, transparency, and informal meeting spaces [2]. Accordingly, we hypothesized (Hypothesis 6) that workers’ perceptions that social interactions are part of their jobs would be positively associated with satisfaction with ABW environments.

Mobility within the work environment is directly related to the basic idea underlying the ABW concept, as workers need to move around to be able to use different types of activity settings for different types of activities [6,28]. This internal mobility may typically go hand in hand with social interactions across the office building [41]. Since ABW environments facilitate internal mobility, a good fit–resulting in satisfaction with the work environment–may be expected with jobs that require workers to move frequently between different workplaces. A recent empirical study indeed found a positive relationship between switching frequency and satisfaction with ABW environments [19]. Hence, we hypothesized (Hypothesis 7) that workers’ perceptions that internal mobility is a characteristic of their jobs would be positively associated with satisfaction with ABW environments.

Demographic variables

Two basic demographic variables were examined in this study: age and gender. It has been found that older workers report lower satisfaction ratings with ABW environments than younger workers [3,29,42]. According to Pullen [29], this might be related to an increased sensitivity to auditory and visual distractions at greater ages, as observed in several studies (e.g., [43,44]). This seems to be confirmed by his data: older workers are negative about the openness and transparency of ABW environments compared with cell offices, whereas younger workers regard this difference positively [29]. Hence, we hypothesized (Hypothesis 8) that age would be negatively associated with satisfaction with ABW environments.

According to Wohlers and Hertel [2], men and women may experience certain aspects of ABW environments differently. As women are more inclined to personalize their workspaces [45], which is typically not allowed in ABW environments, they might be less satisfied than men. Also, women have been found to complain more about noise distractions in open-plan environments than men [42,46]. On the other hand, it has been observed that men complain more about desk-sharing than women [42]. A recent study by Leesman [3] found no...
significant differences between men and women regarding their satisfaction with ABW environments. Since previous findings regarding possible gender differences were inconclusive, we included this variable in the current study without relating it to a hypothesis.

Method

Ethics statement

This research was reviewed and approved by the ethics committee of the Department of Psychology, University of Groningen. The data were analyzed anonymously.

Sample

The current study was cross-sectional; an online questionnaire was administered to employees once. Data were collected in seven Dutch organizations, found within the researchers’ networks, that agreed to cooperate by allowing their employees to take part in the survey. The researchers monitored the data collection process and inspected the work environments of the participating organizations. All work environments were based on the ABW concept, offering a variety of non-assigned activity settings, including a main area with workstations in an open-plan layout and (semi-)enclosed back-up spaces for meetings, concentration work, and phone calls. Apart from these similarities, there were also situational differences between the seven organizations (e.g., interior design, work processes, organizational culture, implementation processes) that were beyond the scope of this study. We statistically controlled for these situational differences by including organizational affiliation in the regression analysis.

The total sample comprised data provided by 551 knowledge workers at seven different organizations. These organizations operate in different parts of the private and public sector, and are located in different Dutch cities. Descriptive information about the organizations is presented in Table 1. The large sample size ensures high power: $N = 551$ gives a power of .8 to find a significant effect at the $\alpha = .05$ level for a correlation of $r = .12$. Examination of the residuals of the final regression model showed no violations of independence, normality, homogeneity, or linearity assumptions (S2 Appendix).

Table 1 presents organization type, location, sample size, age structure, and gender distribution for the included organizations.

Measures

Satisfaction with the work environment was assessed using a single item with response values ranging from one to ten, also allowing quarter values, with lower values corresponding to...
lower satisfaction. We consider use of a single item acceptable because workplace satisfaction is a sufficiently narrow and unambiguous construct [47].

Psychological needs for autonomy, relatedness, and structure were assessed using the questionnaire developed by Van Yperen, Rietzschel, and De Jonge [25], drawing on existing measures to assess need satisfaction (autonomy and relatedness) rather than need strength [32] and personal need for structure [48]. It includes questions such as: “I need to have a say in determining my activities and tasks” (need for autonomy), “I have the need to feel like I am part of a team or a group” (need for relatedness), and “I have the need for a daily routine” (need for structure). The reliabilities of all subscales were high, with Cronbach’s alphas of .89 for need for autonomy, .86 for need for relatedness, and .80 for need for structure.

Need for privacy was determined using a subsection of the Environmental Response Inventory [49,50], which yielded a Cronbach’s alpha of .84 on our sample. The scale consists of four questions, such as, “I get distracted easily”.

Job characteristics were assessed using one statement for each job characteristic. These were: (1) “I have freedom to carry out my tasks the way I prefer” (job autonomy); (2) “My work involves interaction with other people” (social interaction); (3) “I work at different places within the office building” (internal mobility). We consider use of single items acceptable because these job characteristics are sufficiently narrow and unambiguous constructs [47].

All psychological needs and job characteristics variables were scored on a scale with values from one (“very strongly disagree”) to five (“very strongly agree”), allowing quarter values (i.e., possible values increased in a .25-step fashion). The complete questionnaire is provided as supporting information, S1 Appendix.

Results

Descriptive statistics

In Table 2, descriptive statistics are presented for all included continuous variables. Satisfaction with the work environment was rated 6.9 on average, with individual ratings ranging from 1 till 10. Further examination of these ratings showed that 84% of all respondents rated their satisfaction level as 5.5 or higher. This means that this group may be regarded as (more or less) satisfied according to the grading system that is commonly used in schools in the Netherlands, in which a (rounded) 6 defines the distinction between “pass” and “fail”.

Table 2 presents for each continuous variable the mean, standard deviation, and Pearson product-moment correlations with the other variables (column labels 1–8 refer to the corresponding variables in rows 1–8); *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001. S1 Table provides 95% confidence intervals and exact p-values for the correlations.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the included continuous variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Satisfaction with the work environment</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Need for autonomy</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Need for relatedness</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.10**</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Need for structure</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.27***</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Need for privacy</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>-.39***</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>-.13**</td>
<td>.27***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Job autonomy</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.21***</td>
<td>.51***</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.23***</td>
<td>-.09*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Social interaction</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.22***</td>
<td>.40***</td>
<td>.18***</td>
<td>-.19***</td>
<td>-.15***</td>
<td>.40***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Internal mobility</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>.14***</td>
<td>.21***</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.24***</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.30***</td>
<td>.25***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Age</td>
<td>45.64</td>
<td>10.43</td>
<td>-.21***</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.22***</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.11**</td>
<td>-.19***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0193878.t002
The correlation coefficients in Table 2 (column “1.”–“8.”) indicate how the variables are related to each other. Need for privacy comes to the fore as the strongest correlate of satisfaction with the work environment.

Our sample contains 52% male and 48% female workers. The results of a two-sided t-test suggest that there is no significant gender difference in satisfaction with ABW environments ($t = 1.80, df = 549, p = .07$).

**Hypothesis testing**

The correlation coefficients (see Table 2, column “1.”) indicate that empirical support was found for six of our hypotheses: satisfaction with ABW environments is positively and significantly associated with need for relatedness (Hypothesis 2), job autonomy (Hypothesis 5), social interaction (Hypothesis 6), and internal mobility (Hypothesis 7), and it is negatively and significantly associated with need for privacy (Hypothesis 4) and age (Hypothesis 8). According to the correlation coefficients, the effect sizes of the associations can be regarded as ‘medium to large’ for need for privacy, ‘small’ for need for relatedness, and ‘small to medium’ for the other significant associations [51]. No empirical support was obtained for our hypotheses regarding need for autonomy (Hypothesis 1) and need for structure (Hypothesis 3).

**Regression analysis**

To identify useful predictors of satisfaction with ABW environments, a regression model was developed using a stepwise forward model selection procedure. The control variable organizational affiliation was constrained to be included in the minimal model after an ANOVA $F$-test showed that satisfaction with the work environment differed significantly between the organizations in our sample ($F = 22.24, df = 544, p < .001$). Other variables were added to this minimal model one by one. At each step the variable was added which explained the most variance in the outcome variable that was still left unexplained by the variables already included in the model. This forward selection was terminated when none of the remaining variables improved the model fit to a substantial extent, as indicated by the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). The BIC is an indicator of model fit that penalizes the inclusion of parameters, thereby favoring more simplistic models with fewer parameters [52]. Consequently, predictors will only be selected to the final model if they are associated with a considerable increase in model fit, and the final model will consist of only the most powerful predictors of satisfaction with ABW environments. The order in which variables were added to the minimal model, which included only organizational affiliation as predictor, is shown in Table 3. Through the increase in adjusted $R^2$ this table indicates the amount of remaining variance the newly added variable explains over and above what is already explained by the variables already included in the model at that stage. Thus, the stepwise selection procedure identified a regression model that...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor added to the regression model</th>
<th>BIC of the regression model after each step</th>
<th>Adjusted $R^2$ of the regression model after each step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start: Organizational affiliation (minimal model)</td>
<td>423.99</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1: Need for Privacy</td>
<td>348.48</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2: Job autonomy</td>
<td>343.64</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3: Age</td>
<td>341.28</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4: Need for autonomy</td>
<td>340.17</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
includes organizational affiliation, need for privacy, age, job autonomy, and need for autonomy as the ideal model. The results of this model are summarized in Table 4.

Table 3 presents the increase in model fit after each variable was added in a stepwise fashion in the model selection procedure. In each step the variable that explained the most of the remaining variance in the outcome variable was added to the regression model.

Table 4 presents standard errors, estimates, confidence intervals, and \( p \)-values of the final regression model; organization 1 is the baseline with which other organizations are compared.

The final model explains 32% of the variance in satisfaction with ABW environments \( (R^2_{Adj} = .32) \). As the stepwise increases in \( R^2 \) in Table 3 indicate, the lion’s share of this percentage is contributed by organizational affiliation and need for privacy. After need for privacy was included, age, job autonomy, and need for autonomy added marginal predictive power to the model. Hence, the regression results indicate that, for a given organization, workers’ need for privacy may be used to predict their satisfaction with the ABW environment.

Job autonomy is the only job characteristic that was included in the final model; social interaction and internal mobility were also significantly correlated with satisfaction with the work environment. This implies that social interaction and internal mobility do not explain a significant proportion of variance in satisfaction with ABW environments over and above the variance explained by job autonomy; this may be due to significant mutual correlations (see Table 2). Similarly, need for relatedness, although correlated with satisfaction with the work environment, did not additionally explain any variance.

The inclusion of need for autonomy in the final model as a (weak) negative predictor was unexpected, both in relation to our hypothesized positive association (Hypothesis 1) and in relation to its non-significant correlation with satisfaction with the work environment (see Table 2). Apparently, need for autonomy added marginal predictive power to the model due to its relations with the other predictor variables.

Residuals of our final regression model were examined closely for violation of the independence, normality, and linearity assumptions. No violation of regression assumptions was detected, indicating that model errors are uncorrelated between employees even though employees were sampled nested within organizations. Diagnostic plots of our model residuals can be found in the supporting material, S2 Appendix.
Discussion

Interpretation and explanation of the results

This study identified two psychological needs, three job characteristics, and one demographic variable as significant correlates of satisfaction with ABW environments: need for relatedness (positive), need for privacy (negative), job autonomy (positive), social interaction (positive), internal mobility (positive), and age (negative). No empirical support was found for the hypothesized associations with need for autonomy and need for structure.

Need for privacy appeared to be a powerful predictor of individual differences in satisfaction with ABW environments. Although weak and barely significant ($r = .11, p < .05$), the correlation between need for relatedness and satisfaction with ABW environments indicates that the openness, transparency, and informal meeting spaces typical of ABW environments [2] are valued by workers who focus on social interactions.

The strong association with need for privacy clearly confirms previous findings indicating that ABW environments fail to provide satisfactory levels of privacy [9,11]. This shows an important downside of the aforementioned openness and transparency. The work environments included in this study all feature a main area with workstations in an open-plan layout, providing low levels of acoustic and visual privacy. Especially since most workers switch seldom or not at all between different activity settings [19], they may frequently find themselves in these open-plan areas, also when performing activities that require concentration. Apparently, the enclosed quiet spaces for concentration work, which were present in all work environments as well, do not resolve privacy issues adequately.

Need for autonomy did not show a significant correlation with satisfaction with ABW environments; however, it was included in the final regression model as a weak negative predictor of satisfaction with ABW environments. Apparently, the range of choices of different activity settings falls short of fulfilling the need for autonomy of those workers who strongly feel this need. Referring to a study by Gerdinitsch et al. [53], this may indicate that the freedom of choice in ABW environments is perceived as not only autonomously but also externally controlled. In this context, perceived external control might be related to social barriers (e.g., social norms) and practical barriers (e.g., limited availability of preferred settings) to using different activity settings freely. Also, not having any personal territory within the work environment might lead to a perception of external control.

Need for structure does not seem to be associated with satisfaction with ABW environments. Uncertainty about the availability of specific work settings at specific moments does not seem to harm workers’ sense of structure. This finding might be explained by the aforementioned low switching frequencies [19]; workers who mostly or always use the same activity setting may not actually experience uncertainty regarding their use.

Workers who perceived their jobs as providing a high degree of autonomy (i.e., freedom to choose when, where, and how to work) reported higher satisfaction ratings. A possible explanation is that this freedom enables workers to benefit from the opportunity offered by an ABW environment to choose an activity setting that fits their needs at all times. We might also expect these workers to avoid certain drawbacks of ABW environments (e.g., lack of privacy, shortage of favorite activity settings) by working at alternative locations (e.g., at home, co-working space) whenever they like.

In line with our hypothesis, workers in jobs that require a high degree of social interaction and workers in jobs that require a high degree of internal mobility expressed higher levels of satisfaction with ABW environments. This seems to indicate that ABW environments support job-related social interactions and internal mobility.
The observed negative association between age and satisfaction with ABW environments indicates, in accordance with Pullen [29] and Leesman [3], that these environments are less well suited to the needs and preferences of older workers. Our finding regarding need for privacy seems to confirm the idea, put forward by Pullen [29], that this might be due to an increased sensitivity to auditory and visual distractions at greater ages. In addition, our finding regarding age seems to match with the observation that older knowledge workers particularly miss quiet spaces to contemplate and recuperate [54]. Our finding regarding age contradicts the expectations of Wohlers and Hertel [2], based on the more active coping strategies and better self-regulation skills found in older workers compared with younger workers. Apparently, these better developed skills are not helping older workers sufficiently to resolve their problems with concentration and privacy in ABW environments.

In line with previous research by Leesman [3], we found male and female workers to be equally satisfied with ABW environments. This may indicate that gender-based affective differences regarding certain aspects of ABW environments, as mentioned by Wohlers and Hertel [2], do not greatly affect overall satisfaction, possibly because male and female complaints (regarding different aspects) balance each other out.

Limitations and perspectives for further research

The size of our data set, and its combination of data from seven different organizations, enabled us to draw clear conclusions about factors associated with individual differences in satisfaction with ABW environments. Since ABW is an international trend [1–3], it would be interesting to confirm the international relevance of our findings in further research, by including data from organizations in different countries.

Although any survey-based study, like the current one, is limited with regard to the number of factors that can be included, the search for factors that may explain individual differences in satisfaction with ABW environments might be broadened in future research. For instance, certain personality traits (e.g., Big Five dimensions) might be included to enable replication of previous findings in this field (e.g., [20]). Also, more job-related variables might be included in further research, such as aspects of activity profiles (e.g., share of office time spent on different types of activities). As the heterogeneity of activity profiles (i.e., dispersion of office time over different types of activities) was found to be related to switching behavior [19], it might also affect satisfaction with ABW environments.

Our main finding regarding the need for privacy stresses the need for further research focusing on why workers, and especially older workers and workers high in need for privacy, experience a lack of privacy in ABW environments and how this issue might be resolved. Zooming in on this complicated matter, which seems to involve an interplay of multiple functional factors (e.g., architectural privacy, availability of settings for concentrated work), physiological factors (e.g., increased sensitivity to auditory and visual stimuli), psychological factors (e.g., need for privacy, switching behavior), and social factors (e.g., social interaction and social norms), probably requires a qualitative research design, using techniques like close observations and in-depth interviews.

Many of our findings, including non-significant relationships, seem to be associated with workers’ choice behaviors and switching behaviors in ABW environments. Further research might explain (individual differences regarding) these behaviors and their impacts on satisfaction with ABW environments. Thorough examination of behavioral patterns requires advanced measurement techniques (e.g., experience sampling, sensor-based location tracking), which do not rely on retrospective recall of these patterns.
Although it was beyond the scope of the current study, our results strongly confirm that satisfaction with ABW environments may differ widely across organizations. Highly significant differences were found in our sample, with a 1.36 difference on average (on a ten-point scale) between the organization with the highest ratings and the organization with the lowest ratings. Compared with a different dataset that was previously used by Hoendervanger et al. [13], the average satisfaction score in the current sample was high (6.9 vs. 5.6), with a greater share of workers that may be regarded as satisfied (84% vs. 60%). These striking differences call for further research examining situational differences, in line with the comparative case study by Bruinia et al. [18].

**Implications for theory and practice**

We believe that our findings are relevant to Person-Environment fit (PE fit) theory [23,24]. In line with this theory, satisfaction with ABW environments appeared to be related to individual differences (i.e., strength of need for privacy, need for relatedness, and age), suggesting that establishing needs-supply fit is important for optimizing satisfaction with the work environment. In addition, our findings regarding job characteristics (i.e., job autonomy, social interaction, and internal mobility) suggest that, in close analogy with PE fit, Job-Environment fit (JE fit) deserves attention as well: job characteristics may influence a person's needs. Thus, PE fit theory seems to provide a useful framework for further elaborating our understanding of the complex relationships between individual differences among workers, their various job characteristics, and their work environments. At the same time, advanced knowledge about these relationships may contribute to the further development of PE fit theory. In particular, this may broaden the scope of PE fit theory, by acknowledging how specific perceived qualities of the physical work environment (e.g., availability, functionality, comfort, and aesthetic quality of different types of settings) may be instrumental for creating PE fit.

With regard to job characteristics, our findings confirm the model developed by Duffy & Powel [27], which assumes that ABW environments are suitable specifically for work that is highly interactive and highly autonomous. This also implies that they are less suitable for other types of jobs, which may help explain why satisfaction with ABW environments often falls short of expectations.

Probably the most important implication for practice is that managers and workplace professionals should seriously consider individual differences among workers. Our findings underline the importance of analyzing psychological needs, job characteristics, and demographic variables within the population of workers before designing a new work environment for them. Specifically, need for privacy should be examined as this factor may indicate if and how an ABW environment might be successfully implemented. In general, it is advisable to create a work environment and an associated work culture that allow for different work styles in alignment with different needs strengths, job characteristics, and demographic variables. For example, some workers may want to switch between different workstations in quiet and busy zones, while others may always need a distraction-free workstation at the office, and still others may prefer to use their home office for individual tasks and attend the office exclusively for social interaction and collaborative work.

To enhance satisfaction with ABW environments in practice, it seems of utmost importance to increase experienced levels of privacy, especially for workers high in need for privacy and for older workers. Activity settings that are intended to be used for concentration work deserve special attention, as these should be sufficiently available and tailored to specific person-related and job-related needs. In addition, attention should be paid to minimizing psychological, social, and practical barriers that may prevent workers from using these activity settings.
settings when they need to concentrate. It is advisable to consider the privacy offered in other activity settings as well, especially in the main area, which usually has an open-plan layout. Here, the experienced level of privacy may be increased through acoustic measures (e.g., sound-absorbing materials), layout choices (e.g., dividers and distance between workstations), provision of back-up spaces for noise-producing activities (e.g., phone calls, informal meetings), and implementing behavioral rules (e.g., leave the area to make a phone call). For workers high in need for privacy, workstations in (private or shared) closed rooms may be preferred as main workstations instead of workstations in an open-plan layout. In addition, increasing the autonomy of workers with regard to the use of alternative locations (e.g., home office, co-working space) when they need a higher level of privacy than the ABW environment at the office provides, may help resolve privacy issues. Our findings underline the importance of taking an integrated approach, recognizing the interplay between the aforementioned physical and psychosocial factors. The typical ABW solution of providing a number of quiet back-up spaces does not seem sufficient to satisfy all workers.

The share of older workers will grow in many organizations in the near future, especially in European countries, due to demographic changes and regulations that push retirement age up [55]. The distinct privacy needs of an ageing workforce [54], together with the increasing value of ‘deep work’ (i.e., individual focus work) within the emerging knowledge economy [56], should urge practitioners to effectively resolve privacy issues in ABW environments.
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